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2010 in Brief

Goals
In 2010, a variety of activities around the world ensured that WLPGA goals were fulfilled. The WLPGA:
- Demonstrated the benefits of LP Gas and positioned it as clean energy for a low carbon world.
- Created the environment to develop and sustain LP Gas markets.
- Stimulated innovation.
- Promoted compliance with health, safety and environment standards and good business practices.
- Facilitated and drove communication among all stakeholders.

Outreach, Lobbying & Communication
Through outreach, lobbying and communication activities, the WLPGA significantly increased worldwide awareness about LP Gas. The global launch of the Exceptional Energy brand, high level events, partnerships with international organisations, and targeted and topical publications were valuable tools used to achieve this success.

Exceptional Energy
2010 was a spectacular year for the WLPGA, with the launch of its ‘Exceptional Energy’ brand. Exceptional Energy has already proved to be a valuable communications tool and unique platform enabling the entire industry to speak with one voice.

Market Development & Support
In 2010 the WLPGA increased its influence within global programmes, increasing its presence in fast-growing markets.

Climate Change Working Group
Climate change is a crucial issue and reality in today’s world. At the UNFCCC Climate Change Conference in Cancun, Mexico, the WLPGA not only represented the entire industry but also voiced its solutions to this problem.

Global Autogas Industry Network (GAIN)
Autogas has become an increasingly popular transport fuel in 2010. The WLPGA activities within the Global Autogas Industry Network substantially contributed to this result.

Global Technology Network (GLOTEC)
In 2010, the Global Technology Network gave the LP Gas industry an invaluable opportunity to exchange information on technology and innovation and to tackle the crucial issue of global standards harmonisation.

World LP Gas Forum
Again in 2010, the World LP Gas Forum attracted widespread interest, with more than 3,000 stakeholders present in Madrid and high-level participants publicly supporting LP Gas.

WLPGA Strategic Plan 2011 - 2013
In 2010 the WLPGA started an in-depth strategic review to ensure recognition of the contribution that LP Gas can have across all markets. It will be essential to address the role of LP Gas in climate change mitigation and increase its contribution to cleaner air.
Foreword from the President

It is with great pleasure that I present the 2010 Annual Report of the World LP Gas Association (WLPGA) as newly elected President.

In 2010, the LP Gas industry has been characterised by stability and it surmounted the large fluctuations previously experienced in 2008 and 2009. A remarkable achievement in an era and world still affected by the global financial crisis.

Important strategic steps have been taken to enhance the WLPGA’s efficiency. For instance, the WLPGA Strategic Plan 2010-2013 has been defined and our Vision and Mission have been revised. The outcomes of the Global Coordination Working Group were instrumental in this process.

“In 2010, the LP Gas industry has been characterised by stability and it surmounted the large fluctuations previously experienced in 2008 and 2009. A remarkable achievement in an era and world still affected by the global financial crisis.”

As a result, the WLPGA has not only become increasingly efficient, it also became the authoritative global voice for LP Gas. At the same time, solid foundations have been built to operate in a more coordinated fashion and to increase its presence and effectiveness in this energetic world in the years to come.

Ramón de Luis Serrano
WLPGA President and CEO, Repsol Butano. Executive Director LPG Global, Repsol

World Health Organisation estimates show that if

50% of the people in the world currently cooking with solid fuels switch to LP Gas, it can provide health and productivity gains of close to a trillion dollars over the next decade.
In 2010, the world of LP Gas changed. No longer are we simply a grouping of thousands of companies sharing a common product. Over this past year, we began to unite the industry under a single branding – Exceptional Energy; and things will never be the same again.

Exceptional Energy is more than a convenient tag line. It covers the unique and hugely beneficial characteristics of LP Gas; but it also represents the recognition that our industry, from producer to distributor, needs to work together to realise common goals in the face of growing competition from other energy carriers.

“Exceptional Energy is more than a convenient tag line. It covers the unique and hugely beneficial characteristics of LP Gas; but it also represents the recognition that our industry, from producer to distributor needs to work together to realise common goals in the face of growing competition from other energy carriers.”

During 2010 we defined our strategy for the coming three years. It is a strategy that is very much focussed on ensuring recognition of the contribution that LP Gas can have across all markets, whether developed or developing. It is a strategy that will leverage the role that LP Gas has in mitigating climate change as well as contributing to cleaner air. Greater cooperation between organisations will be encouraged so that we can share the best practices that exist, while striving to eliminate bad practices. We shall see new groups join our membership as we open up to inter-governmental organisations, NGO’s and national government representatives. We intend our voice to be heard and therefore if you have a stake in this industry or if you have a role to play in ensuring supply of clean modern energy, please contact me and see how you can get involved. Together we will ensure that communities worldwide can benefit from the value of LP Gas, Exceptional Energy.
What is LP Gas?
LP Gas (Liquefied Petroleum Gas) is a derivative of natural gas processing and crude oil refining. LP Gas is therefore a by-product of the production of natural gas (around 53%) and of crude oil (around 47%).

LP Gas has unique properties that make it the ideal energy source for a myriad of applications. It is portable, widely available and cleaner than traditional fuels. LP Gas emits about 20% less CO₂ than heating oil and 50% less than coal. LP Gas also helps to reduce Black Carbon and Particulate Matter emissions, which not only compromise both outdoor and indoor air quality, but can cause serious health problems.

Where is it used?
LP Gas is used in commercial business, industry, transportation, farming, power generation, cooking, heating and for recreational purposes. In 2010, the domestic sector remained the most popular application for LP Gas: domestic heating and cooking accounts for 47% of global demand. LP Gas is also a solution for highly efficient distributed power generation in areas cut off from the natural gas grid. Agricultural uses also represent an interesting market for LP Gas, where it is used in a number of applications ranging from thermal desiccation, to crop drying, fueling of farm vehicles and insect repellent. In addition, Autogas (LP Gas used as a transport fuel) is fast growing, especially in countries like Italy, Poland, Turkey and also South Korea, where LP Gas cars account for as much as 15% of the national car fleet. On a more lighthearted note, LP Gas is used to fuel the Olympic flame and allows people to enjoy amazing scenery from the air by fueling hot air balloons.

Leading Markets
LP Gas sales volumes reached 240.7 million tonnes in 2009. Globally, the Asia-Pacific region is the leading market for LP Gas. It is also growing fast, in particular because of demand from China and India. The Indian market grew by 6.4% in 2009, driven by a 21% expansion of the Autogas market. In 2009, LP Gas consumption recorded a 7.8% increase in China and the Chinese LP Gas vehicle fleet grew by 25%. China now accounts for 10% of the world’s LP Gas consumption, second only to the United States (22.5%).

On the production side, the industry recorded a global increase of 25.6% since 1999. This growth was driven mainly by production in the Middle East (+47%) and the Asia-Pacific region (+42%). The United States remains the largest single producer, with 20% of the global market.

Value of LP Gas
The LP Gas industry is truly global. It supports, directly and indirectly, over 2 million jobs around the world to supply a product available in every single country. Up to 3 billion people use LP Gas for one application or another, which makes it a very popular energy source for half the world’s population. Furthermore, the industry has a significant infrastructure in place, for instance, if put side by side, the one billion familiar LP Gas cylinders in circulation would form an uninterrupted chain around the globe about 8 times!
The World LP Gas Association (WLPGA) is the authoritative voice of the global LP Gas industry representing all its sectors. The primary aim of the Association is to add value to the sector through driving premium demand for LP Gas, while also promoting compliance to good business and safety practices. It brings together private and public companies involved in one, several or all activities of the industry, it develops long-term partnerships with international organisations and implements projects on local and global scales. The Association was established in 1987 and granted Special Consultative Status with the United Nations Economic and Social Council in 1989.

Vision
As the authoritative global voice for LP Gas, the WLPGA promotes the use of LP Gas worldwide to foster a cleaner, healthier and more prosperous world.

Mission
- Demonstrate the benefits of LP Gas and position it as clean energy for a low carbon world.
- Create the environment to develop and sustain LP Gas markets.
- Identify and stimulate innovation.
- Promote compliance with health, safety and environment standards and good business practices.
- Facilitate and drive communication among all stakeholders.

“As an LP Gas equipment manufacturer that caters to the global market, not only does the WLPGA provide us with an efficient platform to showcase our product range, it also gives us the valuable opportunity to promote worthy causes that improve our environment.”

James Lau
Executive Director, Elpiji Malaysia

90% of Guangzhou’s 8,000 buses use LP Gas as do 100% of the city’s 18,000 taxis.
Benefits to Members

The World LP Gas Association is the global voice for the LP Gas industry, uniting the broad interests of the worldwide LP Gas industry into one strong independent organisation that spans the world. It is the WLPGA members that drive the association and therefore we offer them the best proposition.

Our Proposition
The WLPGA provides its members with a wide, yet targeted, range of benefits.

Network
The WLPGA is a growing network with almost 200 members operating in more than 90 countries. It represents the interests of private and public companies from the entire LP Gas value chain under one umbrella and since 2010 it also includes Observer Members from inter-governmental organisations, NGOs and national government representatives.

■ Annual World LP Gas Forum
WLPGA’s key networking event is the World LP Gas Forum, a premier global conference and exhibition on LP Gas, attended every year by top executives of LP Gas companies from all around the world. The Forum is the major annual event where the industry communicates about global LP Gas business developments and issues relevant to both the industry and outside partners. Members are given significantly discounted rates on conference registration fees and exhibition booth rental, receive preferential treatment at the Forum, and take full advantage of the excellent opportunity to network with other members at the yearly Members’ Dinner.

■ Worldwide Action
The association’s broad network of members and external relations, together with its ability as an independent organisation to unite the various interests of the worldwide LP Gas industry, result in efficient and effective worldwide action on key issues. Our Paris-based operation is complemented by a powerful global membership.

Information
The WLPGA provides a platform for the exchange of best practices and statistics among its members. Additionally, it promotes LP Gas and its industry on a continuous and consistent basis.

■ Member Queries & Business Contacts for Members
This permanent service is provided by the WLPGA as an international trade association. Queries cover topics such as: fuel specification standards; equipment standards; consulting firms; engineering firms; regulations; safety rules; model taxation policies; new business contacts; new technologies; etc.

■ Member Contact Information
A member directory with full contact details is issued annually.

■ Members-only Reports
The WLPGA publishes reports for exclusive distribution to its members.

■ Members-only Web Site Database & Resource Centre
The WLPGA provides a members-only, password-protected, customer-oriented web service for member organisations and their staff – an online information system, with data, reports and links added regularly.

■ Industry Toolkit
Ready-made Exceptional Energy communication materials on the benefits of LP Gas, including fact sheets, Q&A, resource centre, facts & figures, artwork and media room provide excellent messaging tools for WLPGA members.

"LP Gas can provide a safer, cleaner and more affordable cooking alternative for the more than 2 billion people currently using traditional biomass fuels. E+Co has invested in more than 12 African-based LP Gas enterprises as part of its commitment to this ‘cleaner’ energy alternative."
Christine Ellen Singer
Co-Founder and CEO, E+Co

"The first-ever All-Africa LP Gas Summit was held in Nigeria in March 2009. This summit assisted the West African Region to re-evaluate our approach to the growth and development of the regional LP Gas Markets. More specifically, it created a platform for Nigeria to target a ten-fold increase in annual LP Gas consumption in Nigeria by 2015, from the current 100,000 tonnes to 1 Million tonnes. With the support of the WLPGA, we are currently working to achieve this increase, in a commercially sustainable manner and in accordance with good business and safety practices."
Adebayo Ibirogba
Group General Manager, Greenfield Refineries, Engineering & Technology Directorate, Nigerian National Petroleum Corporation
The WLPGA has proved to be an extremely effective partner in our work on examining the central role that LP Gas plays, and could play in the future, in addressing global energy challenges – not least the urgent need to address energy poverty in least developed countries.”

Trevor Morgan
Senior Economist, International Energy Agency

“LP Gas continues to clearly be the accepted solution for several applications. Yet markets differ with a country’s economy, climate and by and large its success depends hugely on government. In this regard, the World LP Gas Association’s endeavor to engage with governments through in-country associations and facilitate proactive association level cooperation has been commendable. The WLPGA website continues to be informative and the theme ‘Exceptional Energy’ has been communicated effectively. With a committed team and its initiatives to develop customised packages for, and with, its members to make a compelling case for LP Gas, globally and very importantly locally, would have a certain impact.”

Suyash Gupta
General Secretary, Indian Auto LP Gas Coalition

**About the WLPGA**

**Economic and Social Council in 1989**, the WLPGA has since developed partnerships with several major international institutions including, the World Bank, the United Nations and the International Energy Agency.

**Global Leadership Position**

The diversity in the WLPGA’s members allows an effective full industry representation, where members benefit from a powerful leadership position.

**Member Networks**

The Global Autogas Industry Network (GAIN) co-ordinates efforts of the Autogas community.

The Global Technology Network (GLOTEC) supports innovation, advances understanding of developments in research and explores ways to use technology to expand LP Gas markets and prosperity.

The Climate Change Working Group (CCWG) represents the industry in international negotiations and ensures that the LP Gas industry has a coherent and consistent presence in one of the most important issues of our time.

WLPGA membership brings access to these networks and thus to a large resource of experts in all markets across the globe. It also facilitates exchange of good practices and experiences amongst members with common goals.

**Credibility**

The geographical spread and diversity of the WLPGA’s membership makes the association a representative, trusted and logical partner in international discussions.

**The WLPGA was officially granted Consultative Status with the United Nations Economic and Social Council in 1989.**

**Publications such as its Annual Statistical Review have become LP Gas industry references.**

**Email Reports / Newsletters**

The WLPGA issues regular activity and news reports via email, updating all members on WLPGA actions, achievements, board and Industry Council meetings, projects, new international developments and external representation. The bimonthly Autogas Update is a key example.

**Global LP Gas Statistics**

Members receive one free copy (and discounted additional copies) of the LP Gas Statistical Review (value 3,000 USD), the highly referenced annual publication used throughout the industry, providing LP Gas production and consumption data for more than 80 countries.

**Education**

Investing in both knowledge building among members and in educating key stakeholders are an important part of the WLPGA’s services on a continuous and consistent basis.

**Workshops & Training Courses**

The WLPGA regularly organises interactive meetings between technical experts, members and key stakeholders to demonstrate the benefits of LP Gas. Members often participate at special rates.

**Exceptional Energy Brand**

A single branding is developed by the WLPGA to raise awareness of the exceptional features of LP Gas among policymakers, industry and consumers. The brand is exclusive to WLPGA members and includes a series of practical messaging tools and communication materials.

**Special Projects for Members**

Coordination of specific custom-made projects for a consortium of at least three members.

**Publications**

Members get one free copy of all new publications and benefit from discounted prices on additional copies.

**Influence**

The WLPGA develops partnerships with influential international bodies which enables it to address major issues with key stakeholders such as policymakers and key opinion leaders.

**Access to International Institutions**

Membership brings members direct access to intergovernmental organisations, only possible through an independent organisation such as the WLPGA. Granted Special Consultative Status with the United Nations Economic and Social Council in 1989, the WLPGA has since developed partnerships with several major international institutions including, the World Bank, the United Nations and the International Energy Agency.

**Member Networks**

The Global Autogas Industry Network (GAIN) co-ordinates efforts of the Autogas community.

The Global Technology Network (GLOTEC) supports innovation, advances understanding of developments in research and explores ways to use technology to expand LP Gas markets and prosperity.

The Climate Change Working Group (CCWG) represents the industry in international negotiations and ensures that the LP Gas industry has a coherent and consistent presence in one of the most important issues of our time.

WLPGA membership brings access to these networks and thus to a large resource of experts in all markets across the globe. It also facilitates exchange of good practices and experiences amongst members with common goals.
In 2010, the WLPGA welcomed the following new members:

- Argus UK
- Camara Uruguya de Gas Licuado Uruguay
- Citco Gmbh Austria
- Data Monitor plc UK
- Elpiji (M) SDN. BHD. Malaysia
- Empresas Lipigas S.A. Chile
- Gas Orient Lebanon
- Integrated Gas Technologies Denmark
- Laufs Gas (PVT) Ltd Sri Lanka
- Oil and Gas Regulatory Authority Pakistan
- Omal Spa Italy
- Touchstar Technologies UK

In 2010, the WLPGA welcomed the following new observer members:

- Clean Air Initiative Asia Philippines
- Caisse de Stabilisation des Prix des Hydrocarbures (CSPH) Cameroon
- E + C USA
- Environment Business Australia Australia
- GERES Groupe Energies Renouvelables, Environnement et Solidarités France
- Hedon UK
- The Partnering Initiative, International Business Leaders Forum UK
- International Chamber of Commerce France
- International Fertilizer Industry Association France
- Partnership for Clean Indoor Air USA
- Thomas Aquinas Foundation Ghana

If the average African household switched to LP Gas, each family could save 120 kg of firewood each year.
India has a LP Gas penetration rate of **88%** in urban areas and **19.6%** in rural areas which offers a massive opportunity for the industry.

**Finance 2010**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2009 (k€)</th>
<th>2010* (k€)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Membership</td>
<td>995</td>
<td>1058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Revenue</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total WLPGA Income</td>
<td>1073</td>
<td>1099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Expenses</td>
<td>1026</td>
<td>1226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Net Income</td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>-127</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* prior to final audit
** includes extra charge for Exceptional Energy Project

**An Exceptional Cooperation**

“Cavagna Group, leading manufacturer of LP Gas equipment with over 50 years of experience on the world market, is proud to be one of the most active members of the WLPGA. Over the past years we have strongly supported the LP Gas industry through the development and introduction of new technologies and innovative applications. 2010, more than ever, was characterised by an exceptional support on behalf of the Association with proactive interventions of our Group in many of its events and dedicated workshops such as GAIN (Global Autogas Industry Network) and GLOTEC (Global Technology Network). We expect that both these networks through the exchange of information amongst its participants, support industry growth through the promotion of new technologies bringing innovative ideas.

We strongly believe that the participation of equipment manufacturers such as ourselves in both these networks is appreciated by the association and is said to be valuable, since the LP Gas market requires innovation and technology to grow and prosper.

I personally, feel honoured to be part of the Industry Council – such an exceptional group of dedicated, high industry ranking individuals who are capable of giving that extra added value which is necessary to stimulate and promote the growth of our industry.

We will continue to support technology and innovative products within the Association’s Working Groups in the years to come, because we strongly believe that also through our contribution the LP Gas industry can attain exceptional results.”

Davide Cavagna
CEO, Cavagna Group
## WLPGA Activity 2010

### Goals

#### Status of 2010 goals

**Goal A: Demonstrate the benefits of LP Gas and position it as clean energy for a low carbon world**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Targets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Increase the use of LP Gas as a low-carbon fuel through ensuring LP Gas official recognition in COP16 negotiations</td>
<td>✅ July 1st</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Position LP Gas as a low-carbon fuel through ensuring LP Gas official recognition in COP16 negotiations</td>
<td>✅ April 1st</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Create “training kit” on CDM and distribute study</td>
<td>✅ July 1st</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form partnership with a credible and influential environmental organisation</td>
<td>✅ October 1st</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hold two regional summits funded by local industry</td>
<td>✅ January 1st</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actively represent the industry at 5 high-level intergovernmental forums,</td>
<td>✅ July 1st</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improve the global positioning of Exceptional Energy</td>
<td>✅ October 1st</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Goal B: Create the environment to develop and sustain LP Gas markets**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Targets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Increase the use of LP Gas in 2 developing countries through partnering with international organisations</td>
<td>✅ April 1st</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carry out GAIN yearly activities</td>
<td>✅ July 1st</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improve and develop relations with regional and national associations</td>
<td>✅ October 1st</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Global Coordination Working Group

---

### Goal C: Identify and stimulate innovation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Targets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Support two countries to improve their industry practices in collaboration with WLPGA members</td>
<td>✅ April 1st</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support two countries to improve their industry practices in collaboration with WLPGA members</td>
<td>✅ July 1st</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support two countries to improve their industry practices in collaboration with WLPGA members</td>
<td>✅ October 1st</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

### Goal D: Promote compliance with health, safety and environment standards and good business practices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Targets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Worldwide technology roadmap – implementation</td>
<td>✅ April 1st</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standards analysis concluded</td>
<td>✅ July 1st</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standards analysis concluded</td>
<td>✅ October 1st</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standards analysis concluded</td>
<td>✅ January 1st</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support two countries to improve their industry practices in collaboration with WLPGA members</td>
<td>✅ April 1st</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support two countries to improve their industry practices in collaboration with WLPGA members</td>
<td>✅ July 1st</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support two countries to improve their industry practices in collaboration with WLPGA members</td>
<td>✅ October 1st</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support two countries to improve their industry practices in collaboration with WLPGA members</td>
<td>✅ January 1st</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

### Goal E: Facilitate and drive communication among all stakeholders

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Targets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Internal Communications</td>
<td>✅ April 1st</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preparation of Statistical Review</td>
<td>✅ July 1st</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preparation of Statistical Review</td>
<td>✅ October 1st</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preparation of Statistical Review</td>
<td>✅ January 1st</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improve relations with Media</td>
<td>✅ April 1st</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improve relations with Media</td>
<td>✅ July 1st</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improve relations with Media</td>
<td>✅ October 1st</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improve relations with Media</td>
<td>✅ January 1st</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Develop a rapid response procedure to manage communication following a major incident</td>
<td>✅ April 1st</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Develop a rapid response procedure to manage communication following a major incident</td>
<td>✅ July 1st</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Develop a rapid response procedure to manage communication following a major incident</td>
<td>✅ October 1st</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Develop a rapid response procedure to manage communication following a major incident</td>
<td>✅ January 1st</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Goal A: Demonstrate the benefits of LP Gas and position it as clean energy for a low carbon world**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Targets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Position LP Gas as a low-carbon fuel through ensuring LP Gas official recognition in COP16 negotiations</td>
<td>✅ July 1st</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Position LP Gas as a low-carbon fuel through ensuring LP Gas official recognition in COP16 negotiations</td>
<td>✅ April 1st</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Create “training kit” on CDM and distribute study</td>
<td>✅ July 1st</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form partnership with a credible and influential environmental organisation</td>
<td>✅ October 1st</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hold two regional summits funded by local industry</td>
<td>✅ January 1st</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actively represent the industry at 5 high-level intergovernmental forums,</td>
<td>✅ July 1st</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improve the global positioning of Exceptional Energy</td>
<td>✅ October 1st</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Goal B: Create the environment to develop and sustain LP Gas markets**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Targets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Increase the use of LP Gas in 2 developing countries through partnering with international organisations</td>
<td>✅ April 1st</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carry out GAIN yearly activities</td>
<td>✅ July 1st</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improve and develop relations with regional and national associations</td>
<td>✅ October 1st</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Global Coordination Working Group

---

**Goal C: Identify and stimulate innovation**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Targets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Support two countries to improve their industry practices in collaboration with WLPGA members</td>
<td>✅ April 1st</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support two countries to improve their industry practices in collaboration with WLPGA members</td>
<td>✅ July 1st</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support two countries to improve their industry practices in collaboration with WLPGA members</td>
<td>✅ October 1st</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Goal D: Promote compliance with health, safety and environment standards and good business practices**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Targets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Support two countries to improve their industry practices in collaboration with WLPGA members</td>
<td>✅ April 1st</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support two countries to improve their industry practices in collaboration with WLPGA members</td>
<td>✅ July 1st</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support two countries to improve their industry practices in collaboration with WLPGA members</td>
<td>✅ October 1st</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Goal E: Facilitate and drive communication among all stakeholders**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Targets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Internal Communications</td>
<td>✅ April 1st</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preparation of Statistical Review</td>
<td>✅ July 1st</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preparation of Statistical Review</td>
<td>✅ October 1st</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preparation of Statistical Review</td>
<td>✅ January 1st</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improve relations with Media</td>
<td>✅ April 1st</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improve relations with Media</td>
<td>✅ July 1st</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improve relations with Media</td>
<td>✅ October 1st</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improve relations with Media</td>
<td>✅ January 1st</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Develop a rapid response procedure to manage communication following a major incident</td>
<td>✅ April 1st</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Develop a rapid response procedure to manage communication following a major incident</td>
<td>✅ July 1st</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Develop a rapid response procedure to manage communication following a major incident</td>
<td>✅ October 1st</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Develop a rapid response procedure to manage communication following a major incident</td>
<td>✅ January 1st</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

* Global Coordination Working Group
Achievements:
Outreach, Lobbying & Communication

Interview with James Rockall, WLPGA CEO and Managing Director

Which 2010 achievements are you particularly proud of?
The roll out of the Exceptional Energy brand is without doubt one of the most important achievements of the WLPGA’s Outreach, Lobbying and Communication activities in 2010. Its purpose is to raise awareness of the benefits of LP Gas among policymakers, industry and consumers. Exceptional Energy allows the LP Gas industry to have a more powerful voice around the world today.

We also had a great year in terms of communication activities. For instance, over the last three years we produced three reference studies: on LP Gas and Climate Change, LP Gas and Health, and LP Gas and Energy Efficiency. We are also very proud of our studies on the Clean Development Mechanism and Black Carbon, both published in 2010.

What was the main focus of your activities?
In 2010, the WLPGA focused on communicating LP Gas as a low carbon fuel. For this purpose the WLPGA participated in the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) at the COP15 Climate Change Conference in Copenhagen last year. We also had very productive cooperation with other business associations and organisations.

In addition, we successfully created a partnership with a number of credible international organisations, such as the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP), the World Bank, the International Chamber of Commerce (ICC) and the Asian Development Bank.

One of the 2010 WLPGA goals was to make sure that the industry is represented at a global level. What were the main achievements in this area?
The WLPGA participated in a number of forums in 2010 where it presented and promoted the benefits of LP Gas. This has helped increase awareness about LP Gas among policy makers and other stakeholders.

“The roll out of the Exceptional Energy brand is without doubt one of the most important achievements of the WLPGA’s Outreach, Lobbying and Communication activities in 2010. Its purpose is to raise awareness of the benefits of LP Gas among policymakers, industry and consumers.”

Do you think that WLPGA communication and lobbying activities helped the industry to communicate better? How?
Absolutely. WLPGA communication and lobbying activities helped to raise awareness about LP Gas. In Madrid, at the World LP Gas Forum, for instance we had approximately 3,000 stakeholders attending our event.

In addition, we wanted to ensure that the industry speaks with one voice and that this voice is heard all over the world. A series of tools was created for this purpose, with the Exceptional Energy brand as the most visible and tangible instrument – an umbrella which unites the entire LP Gas industry and helps to raise awareness about LP Gas among policymakers, media and opinion leaders.
Exceptional Energy

In 2009, Exceptional Energy was developed as a brand for the LP Gas industry across Europe. In 2010, the WLPGA took this unique brand to another level by rolling it out globally. With a newly created broad benefits website, practical Industry Toolkit and refreshing advertising campaigns, Exceptional Energy was globally launched at the 21st World Energy Congress (WEC) in Montreal, Canada, in mid-September 2010 and gained momentum by featuring at the 23rd World LP Gas Forum taking place in Madrid, Spain, from 28th September to 1 October 2010. On both occasions responses to the new ‘one voice’ approach and original ‘Super Boy’ angle were extremely positive and enthusiastic.

Exceptional Times require Exceptional Energy

If we are to battle climate change and have healthier living conditions, we need cleaner and efficient energy sources and technologies. And we need it now. LP Gas is just that. It’s an exceptional energy source due to its origin, benefits, applications and its industry.

With an immediate and global availability, environmental benefits, its natural by-product origin, transportation flexibility and diverse application, LP Gas plays a pivotal role in the transition towards a more secure, sustainable and competitive energy model. Our industry is already aware of these unique and hugely beneficial characteristics of LP Gas. Now the rest of the world needs to be informed and convinced as well.

Against this background, the WLPGA began to unite the industry under the single Exceptional Energy branding over this past year to raise awareness of the exceptional features of LP Gas among policymakers, industry and consumers. An increased understanding of LP Gas as a clean, lower carbon, efficient and innovative energy source is of the essence to allow conscious and responsible decisions on the type of energy sources used. To achieve this, common goals and consistent positioning of LP Gas against other energy carriers is essential.

The positive and future oriented spirit of the brand, together with ready-made communication materials such as fact sheets, Q&A, resource centre, facts & figures, artwork and media room provide excellent messaging tools for WLPGA members. At the same time, members are encouraged to share interesting case studies for inclusion on the Exceptional Energy website. The website was launched in English and Spanish and more language versions are foreseen. Several Exceptional Energy branded Regional Summits were held in 2010 and these will continue in 2011. In addition, dedicated workshops are planned to inform national associations how to roll-out Exceptional Energy in their respective countries.

“At Exceptional Energy is supplier neutral, which means the entire industry can use it. We are encouraging all of our regional and national associations to use it so we are speaking with one voice and help spread the word that LP Gas is an Exceptional Energy.”

James Rockall
WLPGA CEO and Managing Director
WLPGA in the Media

The Prince of Asturias opens the World LP Gas Forum
Repsol, Spain
His Royal Highness the Prince of Asturias together with Repsol Chairman Antonio Brufau today opened the World LP Gas Forum. Antonio Brufau highlighted the importance of LP Gas in the fight against climate change and for improving air quality, affirming that it is a sustainable fuel destined to be a leader in the field of alternative energies.

North Africa sees solid growth
Argus LPG World, UK
“This is the first time we have held one of these regional summits in North Africa, and we felt that it was very successful in bringing the industry together to take a clear look at the opportunities and challenges that exist in these markets,” the WLPGA’s director of market development Michael Kelly says.

23rd Forum de l’Association Mondiale du GPL à Madrid
AutoAlgerie, Algeria
Pour le vice-Président de la World LP Gas Association, Mr Sarthak Behuria, “les énergies propres à l’image du GPL sont au centre des intérêts des législateurs, de la société civile et des médias. La demande mondiale augmente de plus en plus et plus de 3,5 milliards de personnes n’ont pas accès à ce type d’énergie tandis que 2 millions meurent chaque année pour cause de la pollution atmosphérique engendrée par l’utilisation de combustible nocif pour l’environnement.”

Tasweeq marks its presence at WLPG Forum in Madrid
AME Info, United Arab Emirates
James Rockall, Managing Director, WLPGA said, “We are very excited to organise WLPG Forum in Qatar in 2011. Qatar is a major player in the LP Gas industry and we are glad to have Tasweeq as our official host.”
WLPGA provides guidance on how to give access to clean and modern energy to 100 million people in Asia and the Pacific Region.

In June 2010, the WLPGA was unanimously voted on as a Member of the Steering Committee of the Energy for All Partnership (E4ALL). The Partnership, established by the Asian Development Bank (ADB) aims to provide access to clean and modern energy to 100 million people in Asia and the Pacific Region by 2015, and to reduce energy poverty in this region. The WLPGA has been involved in E4ALL since the Partnership’s launch in 2008 and leads a working group on LP Gas. The Steering Committee comprises key partners from the donor community, financial institutions, foundations, government, the private sector and other expert contributions. Within the Steering Committee the WLPGA will provide guidance and high-level inputs on the strategy, operations, and the sustainability of the Partnership.

Within the E4ALL Working Group on LP Gas, the WLPGA organised the Asian LP Gas Regional Summit in Kuala Lumpur in February 2010. The Summit which brought together over 150 stakeholders from the LP Gas industry featured discussions with the LP Gas marketers about target countries which are struggling to gain access to affordable modern energy. Participants debated how remote populations can gain access to LP Gas in a safe, efficient and affordable way and which development models would work for Asia.

“LP Gas is an ideal fuel for a rapidly changing and urbanising Asia as it is clean, low carbon, acceptable and accessible and requires minimal investments in infrastructure or R&D.”

Most of the 

60,000 

taxis in Tokyo are LP Gas powered to help control air pollution in the city.
WLPGA promotes LP Gas across the globe

In 2010, the WLPGA directly organised three very successful Regional Summits. The first Summit, as noted above, organised along with the Asian Development Bank attracted over 150 people from more than 30 countries and took place in Kuala Lumpur in February 2010 and addressed the issue of energy poverty in the Asia-Pacific Region. The second Regional Summit was held in Marrakech in May and examined the North African markets, particularly on the issues of supply and subsidy regimes. A third Summit was held in Singapore in June, and focused exclusively on growing Autogas markets in the Asia-Pacific region. Finally another Regional Summit, supported by the WLPGA, took place in July 2010 in Santiago de Chile, and focused on how LP Gas could help Chile continue its transformation from a developing nation to a developed nation. The Chile event was attended by more than 250 stakeholders.

Regional Summits are an excellent way for the WLPGA to hold activities in regions where it has few activities in the course of a year. This allows Association members to learn about new markets and introduces WLPGA services to new potential markets. The WLPGA will continue to hold regional summits around the world in the coming years.

Climate Change Working Group

WLPGA marks its presence at the UNFCCC COP16 Climate Change Conference in Cancun, Mexico

In December 2010, Kimball Chen, First Vice-President of the World LP Gas Association and Michael Kelly, WLPGA Director Market Development and Deputy Managing Director, represented the LP Gas industry at the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC), COP16 Climate Change Conference in Cancun, Mexico.

Mr. Chen and Mr. Kelly advocated the social, economic and environmental benefits of LP Gas usage around the globe. LP Gas technologies, available and accessible worldwide, are helping to mitigate climate change by reducing greenhouse gas emissions immediately with no need for large investments in research and development or infrastructure.

Mr. Chen also spoke at the WLPGA-sponsored World Climate Summit. The summit was a valuable opportunity for the WLPGA to kickstart collaboration with businesses, investors and governments on implementing, scaling, financing, and replicating bottom-up solutions.

Mr. Chen and Mr. Kelly also took part in the Cancun Business Day, where the WLPGA was a partner. The event – hosted by the International Chamber of Commerce (ICC) and the World Business Council on Sustainable Development (WBCSD) – gathered leading representatives of governments and business, aiming to increase dialogue and action between both parties and within the global business community. The WLPGA information stand at the Cancun Business Day presented LP Gas benefits to a wide number of government officials, negotiators and business representatives.

The WLPGA participated in the UNFCCC Climate Change Conference for the fourth consecutive time.

WLPGA studies educate and inform energy stakeholders of the LP Gas benefits

Within the framework of the Climate Change Working Group, the WLPGA published two studies in 2010: Clearing the Air: Black Carbon, climate policy and LP Gas and Clean Development Mechanism (CDM): opportunity for the LP Gas industry.

The aim of the Clearing the Air: Black Carbon, climate policy and LP Gas publication was to inform energy stakeholders about Black Carbon emissions and their negative impact on the global climate as well as to provide information on the inherently clean burning, low Black Carbon profile of LP Gas.

Clean Development Mechanism (CDM): opportunity for the LP Gas industry is a great educational tool for the LP Gas industry on the opportunities to potentially benefit from carbon funding through the Clean Development Mechanism (CDM).

"The WLPGA has become a truly vital hub of ideas and strategies for the entire LP Gas industry. Over the past few years, the WLPGA’s skilled leadership has carefully refined the basic message that LP Gas associations and their members across the world should be spreading: this is that LP Gas is an exceptional fuel which has a big part to play in meeting the energy needs of the twenty-first century. We congratulate the WLPGA for their valuable work."

Nick Black
Senior Editor, Argus Media
And last but not least, Autogas contributes to reduce GHG (CO₂ and methane) by 5% to 20% on a ‘well to wheel’ basis compared to conventional fuels. Governments in many countries recognise the contribution that these benefits offer towards meeting environmental goals, reducing health costs and including a third fuel to the transportation energy mix by supporting Autogas with vehicle conversion grants and reduced excise duties, often making it the most economic option for motorists.

Can you highlight some of the best Autogas success stories?

The situation in Turkey is definitely worth mentioning here. Turkey has the highest percentage of LP Gas-fuelled vehicles in the world. Some 37% of passenger cars run on LP Gas and LP Gas consumption now exceeds gasoline consumption.

How do you envisage the role of GAIN?

Our role is to inform, reach-out, educate and influence. GAIN objectives have always been to communicate more about the many Autogas success stories that exist worldwide and to get the message across that this is a fuel that holds huge potential on every continent from USA to India, Europe to China and further afield. Our job as GAIN is to ensure that Autogas is on the agenda of the stakeholders that impact our industry, communicate the benefits of Autogas and provide expertise where possible to create the foundations of a successful market. In 2010, our members were very active in doing this. In particular there is the advocacy outreach undertaken by UKLPG towards the new UK Parliament elected in May. The LP Gas Vehicles’ Day in Japan in October was another example of the industry’s efforts to have Autogas recognised for its benefits. The close cooperation we have in France with Renault to share a better understanding of the key success factors of the market is another example of how we reach our global objectives.

Can you tell us more about these benefits?

Autogas can be part of the solution to air quality and pollution control in many overcrowded cities; its environmental record is excellent; its usefulness is unquestionable and its safety when used correctly is second to none. It is the third fuel, the choice of over fifteen million motorists around the world. Unlike biofuels and electric cars, Autogas is available now – the infrastructure is in place to deliver substantial results for the environment and improving the quality of the air we breathe. Autogas yields 50% less carbon monoxide (CO), 40% less hydrocarbons (HC), 35% less nitrogen oxides (NOx) and has 50% less ozone forming potential compared to gasoline. Autogas is also free of particulates (PM), the main pollutant of diesel engines together with NOx.

And last but not least, Autogas contributes to reduce GHG (CO₂ and methane) by 5% to 20% on a ‘well to wheel’ basis compared to conventional fuels. Governments in many countries recognise the contribution that these benefits offer towards meeting environmental goals, reducing health costs and including a third fuel to the transportation energy mix by supporting Autogas with vehicle conversion grants and reduced excise duties, often making it the most economic option for motorists.

Can you highlight some of the best Autogas success stories?

The situation in Turkey is definitely worth mentioning here. Turkey has the highest percentage of LP Gas-fuelled vehicles in the world. Some 37% of passenger cars run on LP Gas and LP Gas consumption now exceeds gasoline consumption.

The situation in Turkey is definitely worth mentioning here. Turkey has the highest percentage of LP Gas-fuelled vehicles in the world. Some 37% of passenger cars run on LP Gas and LP Gas consumption now exceeds gasoline consumption.
Global Technology Network (GLOTEC): Exploring technologies for new and existing markets

Again in 2010 GLOTEC has proved to be a valuable platform for WLPGA members to exchange information and practices on technology and innovation within the LP Gas industry, with the ultimate objective of supporting industry growth. GLOTEC involves not only key industry experts but also innovation centres and equipment manufacturers and suppliers.

Its four working groups have been active in the identification of new opportunities for both existing and new markets.

The working group on product quality issued its conclusions in October about an LP Gas odourant with low sulphur content. Complementary tests will be performed during 2011, in order to conclude the study and to consolidate all the work in a final report. In the field of new appliances, GLOTEC has two working groups looking at Micro-CHP (Micro Combined Heat and Power) and combined LP Gas/solar systems. Finally one of GLOTEC’s working groups specifically focuses on harmonisation of standards on a global scale, through increased cooperation between European and US standardisation processes.

Beyond the work of its working groups, GLOTEC is generally committed to keeping the industry informed about technological developments and good practices around the world. This is the purpose of the GLOTEC meetings taking place 3 or 4 times a year. Best practices can relate to issues such as safety, standards enforcement or metal management. The sharing of technical expertise on equipment standards, cylinders, tanks, is also crucial to GLOTEC, which is now considering the development of an online platform for members. In collaboration with the AEGPL (European LP Gas Association) a Technical Library is under preparation and will be shared between AEGPL and the WLPGA.

“The WLPGA’s Global Technology Network (GLOTEC) provides a unique and important venue for international sharing of the latest developments in LP Gas technology. Through GLOTEC, the WLPGA offers a valuable service to its members by ensuring that successful breakthroughs in one region can be replicated globally to benefit the entire LP Gas industry.”

Ross Brindle
Vice President, Nexight Group LLC

of LP Gas in China is consumed in the smaller and medium sized cities in Eastern and Southern China.
Global Technology Conference (GTC)

The 3rd Global Technology Conference (GTC-3), took place as part of the World LP Gas Forum in Madrid (1st October) and attracted more than 200 delegates.

Four sessions were organised to present papers on innovations that are crucial to the LP Gas industry:

- Operations & Power Generation
- Distribution & Logistics
- Applications
- Product & Environmental Issues

All the presentations will be assessed by the GTC steering committee and the winner of the 2011 WLPGA Innovation Award will be presented with the award in Doha at the 24th Forum in 2011.

During the conference, the 2nd WLPGA Innovation Award was given to Shungo Totsuka, ENEOS, for his paper on ‘The World’s first commercialisation of LP Gas fueled PEM fuel cell system for residential use’, which he had presented at the second Global Technology Conference in Seoul back in 2008.

The GTC will now become an annual event from 2011.
Approximately 87% of Bolivia’s population uses LP Gas as fuel of which 97% is bottled.

2010 Events Overview

- **February 23** - Kuala Lumpur: WLPGA Asian LP Gas Summit “LP Gas: Exceptional Energy for Southeast Asia”
- **February 26** - Tokyo International LP Gas Seminar
- **March 10 - 11** - Warsaw, Poland: 14th International LP Gas/CNG Forum
- **March 22 - 26** - Bern: RID / ADR / AND Spring Joint Meeting
- **April 10 - 12** - Atlanta: NPGA SE Convention & International Propane Expo
- **April** - Russia: Aegus Conference
- **June 7** - Santiago: WLPGA Chilean Summit “LP Gas: Exceptional Energy for Chile”
- **June 21 - 24** - Singapore: Purvin & Gertz 2010 Asia LP Gas Seminar
- **June 23 - 25** - Manila: Asia Clean Energy Forum 2010
- **September 13 - 17** - Geneva: RID / ADR / AND Autumn Joint Meeting
- **September 12 - 16** - Montreal: WEC World Energy Congress
- **September** - Timor Leste: LP Gas Working Group
- **September** - Kunming China: 6th Asia Pacific LP Gas Conference
- **September** - Madrid: WLPGA Forum
- **October** - Madrid: Global technology Conference
- **October 22** - Vienna: ISO TC 51 Plenary Meeting
- **November 3 - 4** - Washington DC, USA: NPGA/PERC Leadership Summit
- **November 3 - 5** - Singapore: 2nd Annual Clean Energy Expo Asia
- **November 8** - Singapore: WLPGA Regional Summit “Autogas: Exceptional Energy for Transport in Asia”
- **November 9** - Better Air Quality Asia BAQ (2010)
- **November 9** - Lisbon: 5th Energy Expo
- **November 29 - December 10** - Cancun: UNFCCC COP16 negotiations
- **November 15 - 17** - Davis, California, USA: Governors Summit
- **November 15 - 16** - Mumbai, India: All India LP Gas Distributors Summit
- **November** - Dhaka, Bangladesh: Best Practice Workshop
Spain uses more than 1.3 million tonnes of LP Gas as an energy source for heating and cooking.

Publications

Clearing the air: Black Carbon, climate policy and LP GAS
This 2010 WLPGA study informs energy stakeholders worldwide about the Black Carbon emissions and their impact on global climate as well as providing information on the inherently clean burning, low Black Carbon profile of LP Gas.

Clean Development Mechanism (CDM): opportunity for the LP GAS industry
This study seeks to educate the LP Gas industry on the opportunities to receive carbon funding through the Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) by helping move segments of the populations in the developing world from dirty, greenhouse gas intensive fuels to cleaner, low carbon LP Gas.

Statistical Review of Global LP Gas 2010
The 2010 edition of the Statistical Review of Global LP Gas reveals how different markets around the world fared during this period of great economic uncertainty.

LP Gas: Healthy Energy for a Changing World
This WLPGA study explores and compares the health impacts on society caused by pollutants emitted by a range of commonly used fuels both in indoor domestic applications and in outdoor applications.

LP Gas: Efficient Energy for a Modern World
This study demonstrates that LP Gas is among the most attractive options for improving energy efficiency in various applications all over the world.

We will be producing publications throughout 2011 and will update you when these are released.
World LP Gas Forum 2010

On 28th September-1st October 2010, the World LP Gas Forum brought together 3,000 participants from all over the globe, primarily LP Gas industry members but also a wide range of decision makers. This year’s Forum consisted of a combination of four events in one: the annual World LP Gas Forum; 2010 AEGPL Congress (European LP Gas Association); the 25th anniversary of the AIGLP Conference (Ibero American LP Gas Association); and the third Global Technology Conference (GTC). The Forum exhibition was also a great success, with greater space for stands and more participants than ever before.

One of the highlights of the Forum was the official opening by His Royal Highness the Prince of Asturias:

“In recent years the rise of renewable energy – so necessary for the future – is taking place in parallel with important technological advances also in conventional energy sources. Among these sources, liquefied petroleum gas will certainly continue to play a key role for years to come.”

Ms. Teresa Ribera, Spanish Secretary of State for Climate Change and Mr. Miguel Sebastián, Minister of Industry, Tourism and Trade equally delivered informative speeches.

The Forum also constituted the internal launch of the ‘LP Gas Exceptional Energy’ brand, after an official launch at the 21st World Energy Congress in Montreal mid-September. The new brand was created by the WLPGA to raise awareness about the exceptional features of LP Gas amongst policymakers, industry and consumers. It allows the industry to speak with a single voice about LP Gas’ environmental benefits, versatile applications and immediate global availability.

“This Forum provides us with the ideal venue for taking a multilateral approach to the industry’s challenges, as well as for deep and cooperative reflection on which instruments are necessary – or more so – to provide the best responses to those challenges.”

His Royal Highness the Prince of Asturias
In 2010, the WLPGA started an in-depth strategic review to understand key stakeholder's views on developments in the business environment since the last review in 2007. The review also served to determine necessary changes in the association’s activities to optimally respond to the new business environment. For this purpose opinions were gathered through a series of interviews. This proved to be a valuable exercise, creating the foundations for an action plan for the next three years.

The review showed that key stakeholders and members overall endorsed the WLPGA’s mission statements, attaching particular significance to demonstrating the benefits of LP Gas and positioning it as a clean energy source for a low carbon world.

Against this background, the WLPGA strategy for 2011 - 2013 is focused on ensuring recognition of the contribution that LP Gas can have across all markets, whether developed or developing. Addressing and increasing the role of LP Gas in climate change mitigation and its contribution to cleaner air is an essential part of this approach.

“There is no question that LP Gas can be an asset in helping companies in efforts to reduce their carbon footprint. It is an efficient alternative fuel that can help businesses reduce their costs, and it can lower emissions. The WLPGA is proud to be at the forefront of this movement, and we are committed to continuing to do our part to promote the benefits of LP Gas.”

Carlos Busquets
Policy Manager
International Chamber of Commerce (ICC)
**Tasweeq Message**

With the world airing concerns about rising levels of carbon and global warming, many countries are shifting their focus from conventional forms of fuel to cleaner and healthier solutions.

It is inevitable that we urge a wide use of LP Gas worldwide for a better environment. The LP Gas industry is set to scale newer heights with countries around the world realising the significance of adopting green energy. The World LP Gas Association (WLPGA) has been a key driver in promoting partnership between producers and distributors. However, the attempt to popularise LP Gas as an “Exceptional Energy” through forums and conferences will gain momentum only when different sectors of the LP Gas industry come together to support the WLPGA through active participation.

The WLPGA reaches out to varied markets in both developed and developing countries, encouraging the shift from high carbon producing fuels to eco-friendly LP Gas. The Association has constantly aimed to bring to the forefront the latest developments in the LP Gas Industry – be it production, distribution or technological advancements.

“The WLPGA reaches out to varied markets in both developed and developing countries, encouraging the shift from high carbon producing fuels to eco-friendly LP Gas.”

This year, I have joined the Board of the Industry Council, representing the upstream market, and I sincerely hope, in my capacity, to add value to the Association.

The World LP Gas Forum (WLPGF) is coming to Qatar next year, a first for the Gulf Cooperation Council countries. This region has a strategic advantage due to geographical proximity to major consuming markets such as Asia and North Africa, and we are certainly optimistic of providing the right impetus to networking and business optimisation of participating countries.

Qatar International Petroleum Marketing Company Ltd. (Tasweeq) is the proud host of the Forum and welcomes all the WLPGA member countries to Qatar to enjoy our hospitality and conducting fruitful business.
The WLPGA staff is supported and assisted by the Board of Directors and the Industry Council. This ensures that members are fully represented in the activities and strategies of the Association whilst also ensuring that the WLPGA can truly speak as the voice of the Industry.

The WLPGA Board is composed of a President, a First Vice-President, three Vice-Presidents and four other Board Members. The current Board was elected at the Annual General Assembly of 28th September 2010. The Board composition is representative of the business activities and geographic diversity of members. This Board meets at least twice a year to agree the budget and approve the accounts for ratification by the General Assembly.

The WLPGA Organisation
Board of Directors

Per year, Australians use an estimated 35 kg of LP Gas per capita in domestic applications which is more than triple the average use in Hungary but a third less than the quantity used in Venezuela.
Industry Council

The Industry Council was inaugurated in 1996 and is composed of leading companies in the LP Gas business. The Industry Council directs the Association’s actions by identifying issues, developing strategies and formulating projects. Actions launched by the Industry Council aim at enhancing the positive image of LP Gas worldwide and promoting LP Gas use to satisfy the growing need for an all-purpose, efficient and environmentally friendly fuel. Whether focused on specific market segments or the LP Gas industry in general, the Industry Council’s actions are designed to increase the worldwide use of LP Gas. In 2010, the following six organisations joined the Industry Council: Cavagna Group; Nigeria National Petroleum Corporation; Pertamina; Ragasco; Siraga and Qatar International Petroleum Marketing Co. Ltd. (Tasweeq).
24th WORLD LP GAS FORUM
CONFERENCE EXHIBITION & GLOBAL TECHNOLOGY CONFERENCE
DOHA, QATAR
26-29 SEPTEMBER 2011
SHERATON DOHA RESORT & CONVENTION HOTEL

KEY DATES
Pre-registration for attendees & visitors opens:
Spring 2011
Exhibition booth sale starts:
Autumn 2010
GTC call for abstracts available:
Winter 2010